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About the Land Between Two Seas For years, an ancient evil has spread to the Otherworld to
threaten everything. The Legends of the Light, a group of brave Elven Lords led by Ivalice, have a
plan to stop the enemy, but they are still many steps away from accomplishing their goal. Your
mission is to explore the devastated land known as the Lands Between, fighting the enemy wherever
you find it. As an agile adventurer with a unique point of view, develop a powerful Tarnished Lord
and become a hero worthy of legend. ■ Features - An expansive world where open fields and
endless dungeons seamlessly connect - Craft your own character and explore the Lands Between
with a variety of characters that you can freely combine - Experience a dramatic story unfold with a
combination of dialogue, narration, and in-game cutscenes - A surprising ending awaits you that you
cannot see unless you play the whole game - Exclusive monsters and bosses to conquer - A variety
of weapons that will help you slay enemies - Unique Online Play that will allow you to live in the
same world as players around the world 'use strict'; /** * Pause the game and wait for the timeout
period * * - player * */ module.exports = class PauseTimer { // - Player Timer constructor(player) {
this.player = player; this.state = 'initializing'; this.timeout = null; this.slider = null; } /** * Start the
timer * * - player */ start() { this.state = 'paused'; this.player.on('pauseTimerStart', () => {
this.startTimeout(); }); } /** * Update the timer to the next pause timer time * * - player * * - passes
*/ update() { if (this.state === 'paused') { const player = this.player; this.stopTimeout(); this.

Features Key:
- Enjoy the battle as a connected entity Discover the world together with other players or other
groups of players in the party system. Explore dungeons together and exchange treasures.
- Which is your weapon and which is your armor? With a vast range of weapons and armor to equip,
enjoy a fully customized gameplay experience.
- Play as an Archetype In addition to character classes, select an Archetype and make your game
play style more dynamic.
- Customize Your Archetype Choose an archetype that creates a powerful presence during battle and
feeling of danger, and change it according to your play style.
- An epic plot One of the most epic fantasy story that players can feel.
- An adventurous world full of life A vast world where open fields with a variety of situations and
huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are seamlessly connected. You can
freely travel and experience 3D-rendered graphics.
- Large scale content The 4,000-year history of the Lands Between is overflowing with various
contents.
- The next Legend of BEX and Kae Eternal conspiracies, an eternal war, the looming threat of a
dragon. The future of the fantasy RPG battles: A new legend will be born as BEX and Kae are
separated, and united by fate.
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